Steady premixed flames subjected to space-periodic steady forcing are studied via inhomogeneous Michelson-Sivashinsky [MS], then Burgers, equations. For both, the flame slope is posited to comprise contributions from complex poles, to locate, and from a base-slope profile chosen in three classes: pairs of cotangents, single-sine functions or sums thereof. Base-slope dependent equations for the pole locations, along with formal expressions for the wrinkling-induced flame-speed increment and the forcing function, are obtained on excluding movable singularities from the latter. Beside exact few-pole cases, integral equations that rule the pole density for large wrinkles are solved analytically. Closed-form flame-slope and forcing-function profiles ensue, along with flamespeed increment vs. forcing-intensity curves; numerical checks are provided. The Darrieus-Landau instability mechanism allows MS-flame speeds to initially grow with forcing intensity much faster than those of identicallyforced Burgers fronts; only the fractional difference in speed increments slowly decays at intense forcing, which numerical (spectral) time-wise integrations also confirm. Generalizations and open problems are evoked.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of ''thin combustion waves propagating by conduction and chemistry with respect to premixed reactive gases''premixed flames, for short -is delicate: these indeed are free wrinkled boundaries hydrodynamically coupled to adjacent fluids of unequal densities, with vorticity on the burnt side and often vortical forcing motions in the fresh gas. Exactly solvable theoretical models thereof, if basic but encompassing all those aspects, would be invaluable.
Sivashinsky [1] tailored the first evolution equation to describe the dynamics of unforced premixed flames; beside curvature effects and an eikonal-type nonlinearity, it accounts for the Darrieus [2]-Landau [3] [DL] hydrodynamic instability for small Atwood numbers  based on the fresh-to-burnt gas density ratio 1 E  , (1 ) / (1 :) EE    
[definitions are henceforth denoted by " : "]. Once suitably rescaled the nonlinear integro-differential equation so derived in [1] , and first studied numerically in [4] , reads: 2 Although derived in [1] as a leading order result for 0   , the MS equation still governs spontaneously wrinkled flames when another two orders in  are retained [6, 7] and the correctionse.g., vorticity-induced -are absorbed in renormalized coefficients [all scaled out to write (1.1)]; accordingly (1.1) captures [4] the main trends of spontaneous flame evolutions revealed by numerical simulations that employ (1) O   [8, 9] . As a matter of fact (1.1) also governs nuclear flames in Ia-Supernovae where 1 5   to 1 2 is fairly small [10] , and reactive infiltration fronts [11] where a fractional change in porosity plays the part of  .
Exact solutions to (1.1) are accessible in closed form via pole-decompositions [12, 13] which convert the evolution of (, ) tx  to a many-body problem for complex simple poles ( ) The pole altitudes 0,k B obey coupled nonlinear pole-equations, to be evoked at length later on.
Long wrinkles have ~1/ 1 N   and densely distributed poles whose density 0 () B  obeys a singular integral equation, analytically solved for ( ) 1/ 2 opt NN    [13] or less [15] : 0 () B  vanishes iff In fair accord [7] with simulations up to 3 4 
Such exact results only concern flame propagations into quiescent gases, though. It would be of interest, per se and in relation with turbulent flames, to extend this to situations where the fresh gas involves x -periodic shear-flows or vortices that will induce extra flame wrinkling. Some works [16, 17] admittedly stressed the need for incorporating the combined influences of DL instability and incoming velocity modulations so as to accurately model weakly-or moderately-turbulent flames, but to date no theoretical work handles the nonlinear forcing/DL interactions directly, without using a priori averaging [and closures] or numerics [18] [19] .
The present contribution aims at reducing the gap. Expectedly, incorporating another cause of wrinkling beside the DL mechanism does not really help one handle the nonlinear and nonlocal Eq.(1.1): its unsteadily forced version has so far been beyond reach of theoretical tools and remains only amenable to numerical ones [20] [21] [22] . The present work has a more modest scope: it focuses on steadily propagating forced wrinkled fronts of permanent shapes, with emphasis on analytical solutions; (1.1) then is the minimally-viable model to start from.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces inhomogeneous MS and Burgers equations for steady forced flames, and proposes a method to construct exact solutions. This 
II. FORCED PROPAGATIONS

A. Nonlinear equations for shapes & speeds.
The flames considered here are of permanent shapes
  is assumed to obey the time-independent, forced version of (1.1) :
The unknown constant speed increment V tells how fast the flame drifts as a whole in the moving (, )
x y frame of reference; V also measures the excess 22 
III. COTANGENT BASE-SLOPES
A. General setting.
The first base-slope profiles x  to be presently envisaged read: 11 22 ( ) [cot( ( )) cot( ( ))] 
2) once written for unforced flames with 1 N  poles pairs and 0, 1
As warned in Sec. II, () ux in ( 
Density and slope profiles.
Solving (3.2) generically requires numerical methods but the situation simplifies in the limit 0    , with /1 N  as for unforced flames [13, 15] 
(3.7)
Implicit in (3.7) is the assumption that max (| | , ) 0 BB    for some max 0 B  ; also, to get
To solve (3.7) the independent variable B is first traded for 1 2 : tanh( ) TB  , which gives:
:t a n h ( ) TB  , 1 2 :t a n h ( )
is of the Tricomi type [24] : its solution could be written as a singular integral [25] but here it is simpler to exploit its linearity. 
One ultimately gets: (3.11) and the linearity of (3.8) yields the pole density at once: 
which can possibly be violated if 0 m  : poles then likely detach off the main pile [29] . N  (red), 7 20 N  (blue) or 3 4 N  (green 
B. Large wrinkles
The matter again simplifies for large MS wrinkles. The material of Sec. IIIB can indeed be adapted once the 11/ N   form of (4.2) is envisaged, namely: 
alternatively, (4.6)(4.7) follow from the double-limits of (3.12) and, with some care, of (3.20) .
At fixed N , curves V vs. rms u are again obtained in parametric form using max T as parameter:
(4.6) gives 1 A to be used in 22 [22] ; see also [30, 31] . Similar trends will be obtained whenever the 2 ; getting such a rough agreement with the turbulent flame speeds in Fig.9 of [31] likely is coincidental, yet the qualitative accord with the present Fig.9 is encouraging. the two pole-densities belonging to such bi-coalesced [or two-crested] fronts obey a pair of coupled integral equations that are easy to write [15, 36] but are still awaiting solutions.
Retaining more orders of the expansion in Atwood-number  will improve accuracy and ease comparisons with experiments, but a new nonlinearity 
wx   ; this can hopefully help one extend Darboux's trick [23] . Identifying all x  s that lead to rms u -independent () / rms ux u functions would also be rewarding: for the mathematics of flame theory, and because works of the type initiated here can yield values av V of V that are ensemble-averaged at fixed rms u over the parameter(s) monitoring the shape of () ux [e.g., a in Sec. IV], which is not so different from what some experiments deliver [31] ; av () rms Vu also feels the fronts in phase-opposition with ( ) ux , which will somewhat soften its initial growth.
But Analytical evaluation of the integral in (A.1), using (3.10)(3.11), first yields: 
